
 

Kootenay & Boundary Farm Advisors 
Better Your Beekeeping — Cranbrook, 2 March 2019 

Event Summary 
More than 50 apiarists from across KBFA’s region attended this full-day beekeeping event co-organized 

by KBFA with Lance and Bobby Cuthill of the East Kootenay Beekeepers Association. Participants were 

keen to draw insights from Gil and Karen Pedersen’s 350+ colony honey-producing and queen-breeding 

Pedersen Apiary in Saskatchewan. 

Gil and Karen gave a series of three presentations: 

● Successful overwintering and other lessons from a multi-generation operation 

● Spring management for strong hives 

● Queen rearing for better adapted bees 

Axel Krause, the Ministry of Agriculture apiary inspector for the West Kootenay and Boundary gave a 

presentation on the 4 P’s (pathogens, parasites, pests, predators), focusing on the pathogens: 

● American and European Foulbrood (bacterial diseases) 

● Nosema (fungal diseases, including the new Nosema ceranae) 
● A variety of viruses (for which Varroa mites are often a vector) 

Dan Mawson, the new East Kootenay apiary inspector, gave a brief presentation on the “inspector” as a 

“beekeeper roadside assistance” service. Dan and Axel are always available to visit your hives (for free) if 

you suspect a problem and will help you get samples to a lab for proper identification. 

Jeff Lee, first vice president of the BC Honey Producers Association and owner with his wife Amanda of 

Swan Valley Honey in Creston, presented on: 

● Iotron sterilization’s cost-effective and excellent results 

● Funding Jeff has secured to cover transportation costs to the Iotron facility in Port Coquitlam 

● The joys and benefits of joining your local bee club (e.g. West Kootenay Beekeepers or East 

Kootenay Beekeepers) and the provincial Honey Producers Association 

Pedersen’s Top Tips of the Day 
From all the wisdom of the day, these stood out to participants: 

1. Single brood box with a top entrance below an excluder, year round 

2. When needed, use smaller hive sizes to fit the brood box to the cluster 

3. Bury hives with snow over winter (well-wrapped, well-fed, wall-to-wall-with-bees) 

4. Test early for Varroa, treat early if necessary, and Oxalic Drizzle in the fall 

5. Everyone should breed (or at least reproduce) their own queens 

6. Replace queens that don’t perform 

7. Never stop learning and experimenting 

And now, the full bee package… 
For those who like detailed notes, here you go in six bee-utiful bullet-pointed pages! 

Did you implement a recommendation from a KBFA event or resource? 

     Let us know: Email coordinator@kbfa.ca, call or text 778-771-5851 

https://westkootenaybeekeepers.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/502152949881970/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/502152949881970/
http://bchoneyproducers.ca/
mailto:coordinator@kbfa.ca


 

Tips for Success 
Some highlights from the Pedersen’s many tips and tricks of the trade, all with the caveat of “this is what 

works for us in our climate and conditions, which appear to be changing fast”: 
● Try someone else’s bees first, start small (2 to 4 hives), and grow gradually over many years. 

● Inspectors (Axel, Dan) can help you a lot, they know what they’re doing. 

● Build your buildings and beeyards well the first time, and allow for growth. 

● Read the bees, observe their behaviour for yourself. Lots in books will not apply. 

○ Work without gloves to teach you to pay attention to the bees. No “bang bang bang.” 

● Experiment endlessly, but only on a small set of hives, not on everything at once. 

● Learn from mistakes and read the writing on the wall 

○ It was clear for years before it happened that the US-Canada border would be closed for 

biosecurity. Successful beekeepers started to learn how to overwinter early on. 

● Network with other beekeepers. 

● Keep great records: Weigh hives, note traits, yields, … 

○ Breeding is a long game. Work on only a couple traits at a time. 

General Apiary Management: 
Features of the Pedersen’s operation that make life easier: 

● Run singles (one brood box) year round with a queen excluder on top.  
○ Queen excluder is essential for this system. 

○ Brood box top entrance hole is important, pollen will get stored around it. 

○ Plenty of space in a single for all the eggs a queen can lay. 

○ No room in a single brood box for honey, just pollen around brood. All the honey goes 

up into the supers above the excluder. 

● Ventilation is best with a screen bottom board and a brood box top entrance open year round. 
● Add empty frames to the brood box beside the cluster.  Full combs of honey can be added to the 

middle of the cluster. 

○ Empty frames will often not get touched if put in the middle. Honey frames get cleaned 

out and used. 

○ Don’t mess with the bees’ comb order in the fall, they know best. 

● Coloured hives significantly reduces drift. White hives are more visible to bears at night. 

● Reduce wasted wax, burr comb, and time spent scraping: 

○ 10 frames to a box, not 9 — less wax between combs and much easier to handle. 

○ Reduce height of bottom cleats on bottom boards to “bee space”. 

○ Wax is a losing business proposition, 8 lbs or more of honey to make 1 lb of wax. 

● Use the “income tax” approach to fend off swarming, skimming from strong hives. 

● Strip honey supers using bee escapes: 
○ Escape board between empty supers and the honey supers (or right on the queen 

excluder for the final harvest). 

○ Prevent robbing with “exclusion bags” over the supers during stripping. 

○ Leave bee escapes for 1-2 days, never longer or they’ll fill the escape with wax. 

○ Pedersens use a “Lewis” bee escape. 

Did you implement a recommendation from a KBFA event or resource? 

     Let us know: Email coordinator@kbfa.ca, call or text 778-771-5851 

http://www.lewisandsons.ca/components/bee-escape
mailto:coordinator@kbfa.ca


 

● Use smaller standardized hives for different purposes: 

○ 5-frame nuc frames can fit in a 10-frame box. 

○ Shallow mating (baby) nucs have two separate square hives side-by-side, and they can 

fit under a 5-frame nuc to transfer bees from the mating nuc to the 5-frame nuc. 

● Flatbed truck: 

○ Boom can lift five deep supers full of honey. 

○ Top feeders are easier to carry out than other feeder types. 

○ Large syrup tank on a trailer can pump into feeders quickly. 

● Ants and Wasps: strong hives can resist if the entrance is reduced. Wasp traps can help. 

○ Axel: ⅛” hardware cloth in front of entrance, bees figure out to go around, wasps do not. 

● Before requeening, make sure it is actually queenless. 

● Two queens are possible (in up to 10% of hives?) but usually one is a dud. 

● Signs of queenlessness: 

○ Fluttering and roaring 

○ No visible cluster 

○ Bullet cappings, possibly a drone-laying queen 

● Signs of laying workers: 

○ No eggs, but “polished” cells in a clear empty patch surrounded by honey and pollen 

— could be a virgin queen or laying workers. 

○ Cups pulled out of pollen cells, often with an egg in there. 

● Laying worker hives are not recoverable at any time of year. Shake the hive out and start again. 

○ Shake on the ground at a distance from the hive location. 

○ Replace the hive location with a strong hive. Close the bottom entrance so only the top 

entrance is usable. 

○ Laying workers will crawl back but be kept out of the hive by guards. 

Bee Health 
Varroa mite control by the Pedersen’s: 

● Test for Varroa mite in 10% of the hives in each yard using the alcohol wash method. 

○ Sticky boards and sugar shake are not as accurate, might miss a problem. 

○ If Varroa level is below the IPM economic threshold, (e.g. Rob Currie’s) don’t treat. Only 

treat if necessary to help avoid resistance.  

○ If treatment is necessary, treat everything, not just one hive. 

● Replace comb regularly to avoid disease issues. 

○ Dates on each frame, replace when ten years old. 

○ Draw the foundation in the honey supers and move the good frames to the brood box 

after they are fully drawn. 

○ Axel recommends 5 year replacement. 

● Severely limit the amount of drone cell on combs, Varroa reproduce 3x as many in drone cells 

as in worker cells. 

● Preventative fall treatment of Oxalic Acid Drizzle helps keep spring populations of Varroa down, 

but will not help you if you are going into the fall with a Varroa population. 

○ Oxalic Drizzle FAQ on Regina Bee TV youtube (and much more).  

Did you implement a recommendation from a KBFA event or resource? 

     Let us know: Email coordinator@kbfa.ca, call or text 778-771-5851 

http://www.capabees.com/shared/2013/02/varroathreshold.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8RVJROsoDMA
mailto:coordinator@kbfa.ca


 

○ Drizzle is faster, safer, and cheaper than alternatives. 

○ Screw down the cover after treatment to make up for breaking the late fall propolis seal. 

● Axel suggested checking ScientificBeekeeping.com for emerging (not yet recommended) ideas. 

Successful Overwintering 
The Pedersen’s over-wintering success is based on many years of trial and error experiments on their 

bees in their region: 
● Overwinter outside in permanent locations: 

○ Full sun (ideally with reflected morning light), sheltered from prevailing winds, not in a 

frost pocket or where a flood might occur. 

○ Use wooden fence posts cut close to the ground to make a foundation for perfectly 

level, permanent pallets that hold 4 hives to a pallet. 

● Overwinter in single boxes, four hives to a pallet, covered by an R20 “pillow” and a “hat” (e.g. 

chloroplast or plywood), R10 wrap, tied, and entirely covered with shoveled snow at the earliest 

opportunity. 

○ A single box is less space to keep warm and easier to bury with snow. 

○ Do a mid-winter check and pile snow on any “chimneys” that appear. Hives will melt a 

cavity in the snow cave. 

○ Use screen bottom boards (year round) covered by a piece of chloroplast for winter. 

○ Reduce the bottom entrance in winter to a single-bee-size hole. 

○ Keep a brood box top entrance (1” hole) open year round, even in winter 

○ Axel: ¼” hardware cloth allows bees in but keeps mice out. 

● Make sure the single box is absolutely stuffed with bees and honey. 

○ After final honey harvest, feed with 2:1 syrup so all 10 frames are full (40kg).  

○ Take off the feeders when it’s time to wrap up for winter. Leave wraps off as long as 

possible, e.g. until 4°C. 

○ “Wall-to-wall” bees, apparently overflowing with bees. 

○ Natural honey can crystalize (e.g. canola honey), so bees have done much better on 

sucrose syrup (not high fructose corn syrup which doesn’t dissolve well.) 

● Take your losses in the fall. If a hive looks weak or isn’t taking feed, shake it out. 

● Young queens are stronger. 

○ They must be mated neither too early (not enough drones) nor too late (not enough 

time to build a critical mass of winter bees.) 

○ Pedersen’s winter 2-year-old queens because of their breeding program, but first year 

bees are stronger.  

○ Don’t risk your hive on a 3-year-old queen. 

● Breed queens that stop laying eggs in time to go into winter with cells full of honey, not brood. 

● Wintering 5-frame nucs doesn’t require as many bees and so can overwinter more queens to 

make up for losses in the spring. 

○ Winter some nucs indoors so they’re easier to access first thing in the spring. 

○ The earlier you start the nuc (mid June to July) the better they overwinter. 

○ The later you start the nuc, start with more combs of brood (e.g. 2 brood combs in mid 

June, 4 brood combs in mid July) 

Did you implement a recommendation from a KBFA event or resource? 

     Let us know: Email coordinator@kbfa.ca, call or text 778-771-5851 

http://scientificbeekeeping.com/
mailto:coordinator@kbfa.ca


 

Spring Management 
Set up strong hives in the spring, according to the Pedersens: 

● Don’t go in too early and risk a cold snap. Mid to late April is okay to dig snow off. Finally, 

unwrap some time in May. 

○ Leave wraps on as long as possible. They’re raising brood, don’t chill them.  

○ A well-fed strong hive with a queen with genetics that are well-adapted to 

overwintering should be just fine to wait. 

○ Do not go in during the winter to check. 

○ 10°C and night temps near freezing used to be the sign to go in, but now sometimes go 

in a bit earlier to check on Varroa levels. 

● Uncover hives with a snowblower. Space pallets so a snowblower can get around. 

● Spring autopsy of dead hives: 

○ Is there a cluster? No, then no queen. Yes, had a queen. 

○ Brood cappings good, or bullet cappings? If bullets, may have had a drone-laying queen 

○ Feed around cluster still? If bees look recently dead, may have started to raise brood but 

got cold in a snap and died, the cluster was too tight to reach the honey. 

○ No idea? Probably mites. American Foulbrood scale? Deformed Wing Virus? 

● Test 10% of hives in every yard for Tracheal Mite and Varroa Mite (see above). 

● Feed syrup if there isn’t yet a spring flow.  

○ Typically Willows first then Carragana. 

○ Get syrup to starving hives right away and replace the queen as soon as queens are 

available. 

● Feed pollen patties, made on-farm. 

● Cull combs that are 10 years old (or 5 years old). Wax is not worth salvaging. 

○ Entombed pollen? If the bees are covering pollen, chances are it’s bad pollen. 

● Scrape frames and bottom boards clean. 

● Are hives queen right? Thriving?  

○ If a queen is a dud, replace her as soon as queens are available. 

○ Do not put a weak colony on a strong colony, it just harms the strong colony and is not 

worth it. 

○ Don’t equalize hives, it weakens strong ones. A good queen will pull a weak colony back 

with a single “boost” of bees. 

● Fit the hive body to the cluster size.  

○ Move small clusters into 5-frame nucs. 

○ Don’t add supers too early, the extra space will chill them. 

● On-box labelling to keep records. 

○ A sheet of chloroplast that slides on the side to take shorthand notes on quantities and 

comments as the season progresses. 

○ Colour-coded circle labels that spin to indicate stage and timing at a glance. 

● Breeding queens starts right away. 

○ Choose Queen Mother hives and move them to the Queen Yard (usually 8 hives). 

○ Choose Drone Mothers and move into Drone Yard.  

Did you implement a recommendation from a KBFA event or resource? 

     Let us know: Email coordinator@kbfa.ca, call or text 778-771-5851 
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Queen Breeding 
Breeding basics for great-performing queens, according to the Pedersens: 

● Breeding versus Reproducing: 

○ Breeding uses records to select genetic stock based on goals, performance. 

○ Reproducing queens (no records, hit and miss) is still better than importing queens. 

● Where and how a queen was raised is more important than the stock or race of bees. 

● Record keeping is essential to know which queens are performing the best and so choose which 

hives will be the queen mothers (best hives) and which hives will be the drone mothers (next 

best hives). 

● Breeding starts with a goal, aim for that goal over the years. For example, breed queens with: 

○ Highest production (note that high producers often have high mites too) 

○ Great temperament (a myth that defensive bees produce better) 

○ Successful overwintering 

○ Lowest Varroa in her yard (compare apples with apples). 

○ Disease resistance 

○ No swarming 

● Pinch a queen if she: 

○ Swarms 

○ Is too defensive 

○ Has a weak hive after one “boost” (add bees) to give her a chance. 

○ Suffers a disease, e.g. chalk brood. 

● Drone genetics matter for the breeding program. 

○ 6 to 40 drones are required to mate a single queen, so more are required as not all 

drones will successfully mate her. 

○ Drone comb is added to Drone Mother hives to stimulate drone laying. 

Queen Rearing 
The how-to for queen rearing, according to the Pedersens: 

● Keep great records. 

● The schedule: 

○ Queens lay drone eggs (Day minus-30) 

○ Queens lay queen eggs (Day 1) 

○ Queen larvae hatch and are grafted (Day 4) 

○ Swarm box (Day 4-5) 

○ Cell builder box (Day 5-14) 

■ NOTE: Fragile cells Day 9 to 11, don’t touch. 
○ Move one queen cell to each mating nuc, aka “baby nuc”(Day 14 to 27) 

○ Queens hatch (Day 16) 

○ Check mating nucs to confirm hatch (Day 18) 

○ Queens mate (Day 22) 

○ Earliest new queens are laying (Day 25, more likely Day 27) 

○ Check mating nucs to confirm laying, catch and mark queens. 

Did you implement a recommendation from a KBFA event or resource? 

     Let us know: Email coordinator@kbfa.ca, call or text 778-771-5851 
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● Grafting: 

○ Good success grafting with a paintbrush dipped in water 

○ No royal jelly on bottom of cells, “dry grafting” 

○ Keep larvae breathing tubes up (don’t flip them over). 

● The best bees are raised in swarming conditions: warm, lots of pollen, lots of nectar. A “Swarm 

Box” is used to simulate these conditions for 1 day to increase the chances of successfully 

turning grafted cells into young queens. 

○ Regular sized box, screened on all sides with no entrance. Must be kept cool and shaded 

to avoid overheating. 

○ Lots of pollen and honey. 

○ Fill with lots of house bees (shake off frames into box, most field bees fly off). 

○ Add cell-builder frame with 36 cells of grafted eggs (two rows of 18). 

● After one day in the swarm box, transfer queen larvae to the “cell builder hive”: 

○ Top level: Cell builder super with combs of capped brood and pollen. 

○ Queen excluder 

○ Mid level: Honey super 

○ Queen excluder 

○ Bottom level: Brood box with queen. 

● Two days before hatch, transfer one queen cell each to both sides of the mating nuc. Each side is 

a shallow box the size of half a 5-frame Nuc and can take one queen. 

● Mating yard conditions: 

○ Mating nucs up on posts. Tanglefoot around posts to keep out ants as mating nucs are 

weaker. 

○ Not near highways or lots of birds like swallows. 

○ Out of the wind. 

○ Morning light to warm up early, perhaps shaded in the afternoon. 

● Catch and Mark Queens when checking for laying. If she is, mark her. 

○ Recommend Testors Model Paint, better than marking pens. 

○ Small mating nucs make it much easier to find the queen. 

● Transfer queens: 

○ Easiest transfer is to put a 5 frame nuc over a mating nuc separated by a piece of paper. 

Bees chew the paper and the queen moves up. 

○ Otherwise, put queens in a cage blocked with a marshmallow. Don’t catch them too 

early or keep them caged too long. 

● Introducing queens: 

○ Better success without bee attendants, but better to not have the queen fly off while 

trying to remove attendants. 

○ Make sure there is a flow on. If no flow, then simulate with 250ml of syrup. 

● Patience! After introducing a queen, allow at least one week (or more) after the queen is 

released before going in.  

○ Bees will blame the queen for any commotion early on and reject her. 

Did you implement a recommendation from a KBFA event or resource? 

     Let us know: Email coordinator@kbfa.ca, call or text 778-771-5851 
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